The **Standard Features**

1. Two Bit stroke Power Modules
   - Model VPM-X.2
2. Automatic screwdriver with Model S-9S Siamese escapement
3. Adapts Robots for X-Y positioning
4. DC torque/angle control & monitoring tools
5. Complete PLC controls
6. Extruded aluminum framing
7. Bosch conveyor system
8. Complete standard sensor package
9. Visumatic internal cylinders - extreme repeatability and accuracy with high bearing surface area - **Built better**
10. Visumatic S-95 Siamese escapements deliver 2 screws with one movement - zero adjustments - no diverters.
11. Reliable, long duty-cycle components - we choose our vendors as carefully as you choose yours.
12. Customer choice of driver tool, electric or pneumatic - less maintenance parts to keep on hand, easier for your personnel.
13. Your facility maintains a uniform look with your choice of extruded aluminum or powder-coated tubular steel, painted to your specs.
14. Part ingress and egress control by Visumatic - your turn-key solution partner.
15. Control & verification of the process - all in one system.

**Visumatic** develops complete systems to meet your needs.

Shown here is a single station to interface with the customer's assembly line, complete with 2 X-Y robots each with a Visumatic VPM-X.2 Power Module.

The part is presented to the nosepieces and the screws are stoked into the part with the VPM-X.2 bit stroke module.
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